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A Tale of Two Years

Following the boom of early 2007, activity slowed by year's end.
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The Downtown Marketplace
CBRE's Mr. Miller notes, "Downtown will

continue to have some upward pressure
on rents as tenants opt to relocate from
Midtown to Downtown, taking advantage
of the 36 percent disparity in average ask-
ing rents between the two markets. Even
so, Downtown's leasing activity will likely
be down 15 percent next year."

While 2007 saw many service firms
exiting Midtown for Downtown clue to
significantly lower rental rates at the
beginning of the year, the gap closed dur-
ing the course of the year so that many
firms in fact were hesitant to give up the
easy commuting and access that Midtown
offered for not signifcantly reduced rent-
al rates in the Downtown marketplace.
As the gap closes further in 2008, many
firms faced with the decision of whether
to relocate and move from Midtown for
lower, but not signifcantly lower, rental
rates, will be faced with a diffcult deci-
sion. Do they relocate a work force that Smaller businesses now populate Chelsea, i:orih of 23rd S2s•coL, C i;c re:e c ca. C'i:'th
previously enjoyed easy commuting and Avenue, between 27th and 28th streets.
access from Midtown to Downtown just
to "save a few bucks." If the disparity in New York Versus Other Markets ing increasing energy costs, as gas prices
rental rates does not increase, but remains, exceeding $3 per gallon has become the
relatively steady and not terribly signif- Joseph J. Sitt, president of national real rule rather than the exception. Also, the
cant, I would guess that most companies estate developer Thor Equities, suggests luxury market segment continues to show
would elect to remain in Midtown. that, "We as a national allocator of capi- strong sales."

During the fourth quarter of '07, there tal are seeing that New York's real estate

were also a number of mega deals of market continues to run in a dichotomy
note Downtown. Omnicon Group signed to the national averages. The fundamen- Conclusion

a signifcant lease for more than 180,000 tals are strong-New York's commercial Cushman's Mr. Kuriloff opines that, "The
square feet at L&L Holding Company's 195 and residential leasing markets continue bottom line is the 2008 real estate market
Broadway. Omnicon will be consolidating to show strength and housing prices are will be fundamentally different than what
its various divisions from spaces through- holding. All this is running in contrast to we have experienced over the past several
out Midtown and Midtown South to this the weakness being felt in other parts of years. Rent increases are likely to be small-
Downtown location. the United States." er, and may not occur at all. In some cases,

Then in December, law frm Cleary Got- landlords may offer greater concessions
tlieb agreed to expand its offces at One Retail to entice tenants. While it's unlikely that
Liberty Plaza by over 100,000 square feet, we will see major declines in rents during
bringing that frm's total square footage As noted by Rose Associates' Mr. 2008-the market is not expected to get
in that building to over 500,000 square Spiegel, retail is fnding different neigh- that bad-the clays of rapidly escalating
feet. It is noteworthy that this building borhoods and areas of the city to creep rents are over in the near term."

is in close proximity to the former World into. While banks have largely forced more I agree. At the end of 2007 we were
Trade Center site. traditional goods-selling retailers off the already seeing a trend in favor of lower

"corners" and even off the main avenues, asking rentals and, therefore, lower taking
neighborhoods such as Chelsea, the Vil- rentals, as well as increased concessionLaw Firms as Hot Commodities lage and, of course, SOHO have been fertile packages in the form of longer periods of

In 2007, law firms were very hot com- growth areas for such retailers, particular- free rent and increased scope of landlord
modities, hotter even perhaps than frms ly European and Asian brands coining to work letters and larger construction allow-
in the fnancial services sector. The year the United States for the frst time. Retail ances to tenants. We also saw a willingness
saw significant law firm transactions, rents in these markets rose throughout on the part of landlords to spend capital
including Davis Polk &Wardwell's renewal 2007 and given the scarcity of good retail to upgrade building services and ameni-
at 450 Lexington Avenue in a deal for over space, I foresee a continued rise in retail ties in order to attract a higher class of
650,000 square feet; Cravath, Swaine & rental rates in 2008. tenants willing to pay rental rates at or
Moore's renewing at One Worldwide Plaza However, Gene P. Spiegelman, executive about what was reached in 2006 and the
(at Eighth Avenue and 50th Street) in a director and head of Retail Services at f irst half of 2007.

renewal and expansion for over 600,000 Cushman & Wakefield, Inc., has a different I think 2008 will continue to see a trend
square feet; and Goodwin Procter enter- view of things. Mr. Spiegelman notes that, that is toward flatter rental rates, though
ing into a new lease at the new New York "At the close of 2007, the consumer was probably not decreasing in any signifcant
Times building, for space in excess' of under assault from a troubling set of mar- manner, with continued increasing conces-
215,000 square feet. Each of these'deals ket forces that lend a note of caution as we sion packages. However, if the frst half of
were at or approached the $100 per square look forward to 2008. The combination of 2008 sees signifcant layoffs in the fnancial
foot per annum benchmark. These are tightening credit, rising energy prices and sector, I think that will translate into large
just some of the signifcant law frm deals volatile equity markets have conspired blocks of space becoming available either
concluded during 2007. 1 view this as a to dampen consumer confidence. These in the sublease market, or in what is com-
harbinger for a number of law frm deals factors have been reflected in retailers monly known as the "shadow sublease
which will be concluded in 2008. downgrading their sales forecasts for 2008, market," meaning that such spaces are

The question facing many law frms, as as they have tempered their outlook. Not- commonly known to be available though
was the case with those noted above, is withstanding the gathering storm clouds, not formally listed. These shadow market
whether to renew in place or seek space the run up to the year end of 2007 proved sublease spaces often go for signifcantly
elsewhere. While largely fnancially driven, resilient, as shoppers delivered positive reduced rental rates and put pressure on
the issue is not always simply about dol- results for retailers on Black Friday. asking and taking rental rates from land-
lars and cents, but in the case of a law frm, "As with all U.S. economic cycles, our lords seeking to do direct deals. Again, if
also reflects its client base and identity. nation experiences different levels of we do see signifcant layoffs, rental rates
Much in the way retail tenants are often expansion and contraction based upon could visibly decrease in 2008. It should
branded by location, the same can some- geography and demography. Thus, as we be an interesting year!
times be true for law frms. forecast retail real estate expectations into

2008, we can expect to see various results
for retailer turnover based upon region
and demographics. We do not expect
to see universal contraction as certain
market segments will be less impacted
by the credit issues resulting from this
year's subprime mortgage debacle. For the
most part consumers have been absorb-
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